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SUMMARY OF THE RESPONSE 

super typhoon haiyan (yolanda) made landfall on 8 november 2013 and was one of the largest typhoons ever recorded. while 
the main government response consisted of subsidies for housing reconstruction or repair, humanitarian agencies used a range 
of approaches which included cash- or voucher-based interventions, but also training and construction of transitional, core or 
permanent shelters. Particular issues in this response included the lack of support for secure tenure, the lifespan of transitional 
shelter solutions and the poor quality control, particularly in regards to coco-lumber.

PHILIPPINES 2013 / TYPHOON HAIYAN

CRISIS Typhoon Haiyan (Yolanda), 8 November 2013.

TOTAL HOUSES
DAMAGED1

1,012,790 houses (518,878 partially dam-
aged and 493,912 totally destroyed).

TOTAL PEOPLE 
AFFECTED2 3,424,593 households (16,078,181 persons).

RESPONSE OUTPUTS3

national housing 
Authority (nhA)

29,661 houses as of october 2016 (206,488 planned).

Department of social 
welfare and Develop-

ment (DswD)
966,341 cash transfers and material vouchers distributed.

humanitarian 
organizations

551,993 households assisted with emergency shelter.

497,479 nFi packages distributed.

344,853 households assisted with incremental solutions.
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Map highlighting the path of typhoon Haiyan and the most 
affected regions, including: Eastern Visayas: Biliran, Leyte, 
Southern Leyte, Samar, Northern Samar, Eastern Samar. 
Central Visayas: Cebu, Bohol. Negros: Negros Occidental, 
Negros Oriental. Western Visayas: Aklan, Capiz, Iloilo, An-
tique, Guimaras. Mimaropa: Palawan, Occidental Mindoro, 
Oriental Mindoro, Romblon. Bicol Region: Masbate, Sorso-
gon. Caraga: Dinagar Islands, Surigao del Norte, Camiguin.
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1 Philippines shelter Cluster, late 2014, Analysis of shelter recovery, http://bit.ly/2kZghvA.
2 national Disaster risk reduction and Management Council (nDrrMC), Update 17 April 2014, 
http://bit.ly/1B6MMl1.
3 Sources for these figures are the documents used as references throughout this overview.

11 nov 2013: State of Calamity is declared by the Government of the 
Philippines. Shelter Cluster is activated.

6 Dec 2013: Office of the Presidential Assistant for Rehabilitation 
and Recovery (OPARR) is established. 

Feb 2014: Emergency shelter assistance reaches 500,000 households.

Jun 2014: Recovery Shelter Guidelines are distributed by the Shelter 
Cluster.  

4 Jul 2014: The government declares the humanitarian phase over and 
coordination is officially transferred to OPARR clusters.

15 Jul 2014: Typhoon Rammasun (Glenda) hits the Eastern Visayas.

oct 2014: Shelter Cluster is de-activated with nearly 350,000 house-
holds receiving incremental shelter assistance from humanitarian 
organizations.

3 Dec 2014: Typhoon Hagupit (Ruby) hits the Visayas.
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For projects in response to Typhoon Haiyan, see: 

In Shelter Projects 2013-2014:
A.24, on shelter kits and WASH.
A.25, on cash and vouchers for materials, plus training.

In this edition:
A.9, a multiphase shelter and WASH programme.
A.10, on core shelters with latrines.
A.11, on a large scale programme on recovery shelter kits with 
reused coco-lumber.
A.12, on emergency and recovery shelter kits within a larger 
community-driven programme.
A.13, on a multisectoral, community-led resilience programme 
using shelter as an entry point.
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INTRODUCTION
overview A.23 in Shelter Projects 2013-2014 should be re-
ferred to for information on pre-disaster conditions, the effects 
of the typhoon, and emergency and early recovery shelter in-
terventions. this edition of Shelter Projects includes projects 
undertaken in response to typhoon haiyan, though the major-
ity were completed or were due to be completed shortly, and 
describe recovery or multiphase shelter interventions.

RECOVERY INTERVENTIONS 
in consultation with shelter partners, the shelter Cluster be-
gan work in early 2014 to categorize shelter interventions 
being implemented by organizations and provide guidance 
on best practices. the subsequent recovery shelter Guide-
lines4 were widely distributed by the Cluster beginning in June 
2014 and included guidance on supporting households using 
a range of shelter approaches, from temporary to permanent 
solutions. there was a particular focus on the inclusion of 
build back safer outreach and training.

Many humanitarian agencies focused on the following:
• Repair and retrofit for damaged but not destroyed hous-

es or retrofit for houses built post-disaster but that did not 
incorporate build back safer measures.

• Permanent houses that include at least one bedroom, 
one living space, and dedicated wAsh and cooking areas.

• Core shelters that provide households with the core of 
their future house; one safe room or the frame of a per-
manent house.

• Temporary or transitional shelter.
• Training of carpenters and other skilled construction 

workers.
• Build Back Safer awareness workshops.
• Provision of technical assistance.

4 Philippines shelter Cluster (PsC), 06 nov 2014, http://bit.ly/2lAG9ux.

Tie old rebarTie thick galvanized 
steel wire 

Nail timber Nail galvanized 
steel straps 

Strong StrongestStronger 

Nail timber and 
galvanized steel straps 

Brace each wallA

WHAT CAN I USE TO BRACE MY HOUSE?

Brace below the roofB Brace between roof 
trusses or raftersC When on stilts, brace 

between the postsD Full bracing both ways 
from strong point to 

strong point!
E Brace at 45°. No less 

than 30° and more 
than 60°

45° is 
best60° 

30° 

F

Brace around doors 
and windows - strong 
point to strong point!

G

BUILD BACK SAFER KEY MESSAGE 3 of 8

Brace against the storm

Strong bracing stops your house being pushed over or 
pulled apart by the wind. Bracing needs to be strong 

against being crushed along its length or pulled apart. 
Brace between the strong points of your house.

V1.1

the 8 build back safer key messages5, a comprehensive set of 
shelter technical guidelines, was used extensively throughout 
the recovery phase. this Disaster risk reduction information 
education and Communication (ieC) material represented 
one of the most important outputs for other responses (includ-
ing in nepal and ecuador6), and has so far been reused in a 
number of other responses in the Philippines and the broader 
Asia-Pacific region7.

5 PsC, 8 Build Back safer Key Messages, http://bit.ly/2lAnU3F.
6 see A.3 and A.39, overviews of the nepal and ecuador earthquakes respons-
es respectively.
7 see A.14 and A.15, overviews of the responses to Cyclone Pam in vanuatu 
and Cyclone winston in Fiji.

Poster of one of the 8 Key Messages developed for the Haiyan response (Source: Philippines Shelter Cluster and DSWD).

Many people rapidly started to build shelters after Typhoon Haiyan (here in 
Tacloban, December 2013).
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CLUSTER TARGETS AND RESPONSE
From the onset of the response, the Cluster strategy was to 
provide 1) emergency shelter assistance, 2) support for shel-
ter self-recovery, 3) transitional/core shelters, and 4) support to 
families living in collective centres.

in its strategic framework for transition8, the Cluster committed 
to provide: 

• “immediate life-saving emergency shelter in the form 
of tarpaulins/plastic sheets (and fixings) and tents with 
supporting nFi solutions” to 300,000 households; and 

• “support for household self-recovery through incre-
mental housing solutions using consultative, participa-
tory processes” to 500,000 households.

the target for emergency shelter was met – even exceeded 
– within the first 100 days of the response, with an estimated 
500,000 households receiving emergency shelter assistance 
and 470,000 households receiving nFi packages. As of August 
2014, cluster partners expected to support 344,853 households 
with repair/retrofit and new construction shelter assistance9, 
reaching only 70% of the initial target of incremental housing 
solutions. While there is limited data on the final number of 
households assisted by humanitarian organizations after the 
deactivation of the Cluster at the end of 2014, documentation 
from organizations suggest that final projections were met within 
the first three years of recovery.

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE 
Government assistance under the “emergency shelter Assis-
tance” (esA) programme consisted of PhP 30,000 (or approx. 
UsD 600) for totally damaged houses and PhP 10,000 (or 
approx. UsD 200) for partially damaged houses. As of August 
2016, disbursement to 966,341 households had been under-
taken10 and was still ongoing. Although disbursement of the 
government funds did not start until late 201411, more than a 
year after typhoon haiyan made landfall, this was still earli-
er than many recovery shelter programmes commenced and 
there were reports of beneficiaries withdrawing from agency 
programmes so that they remained eligible for the esA funds.

8 PsC, 03 March 2014, strategic operational Framework for transition 
Post-yolanda, http://bit.ly/2l6JFfy.
9 PsC, late 2014, Analysis of shelter recovery.
10 DswD, 04 nov 2016, where did the emergency shelter Assistance (esA) 
funds for “yolanda” survivors go?, http://bit.ly/2lAPs3t.
11 DswD, 24 november 2014, Guidelines for the implementation of the emer-
gency shelter Assistance (esA) Project [...], Memorandum Circular 24.

SITUATION IN 2016 
the national housing Authority (nhA) and social housing 
Finance Corporation (SHFC) continued to undertake signifi-
cant resettlement construction projects in the regions affect-
ed by haiyan. nhA alone had plans to construct 205,128 
houses on relocation sites, however as of november 2016 
only 29,661 of these were completed12. Construction was 
slowed down due to regulatory issues, longer-than-expected 
planning, and difficulty acquiring land. Further, the lack of 
access to services, such as electricity and water, hindered 
households’ transition to newly completed housing units.

The Philippines continues to suffer significant typhoon 
damage, although no typhoons have occurred which have 
caused damage to the scale of typhoon haiyan in recent 
years. since the haiyan response, the government of the 
Philippines has been wary to call for international assistance, 
fearing that there would be a large influx of international 
agencies. this has hampered responses to small typhoons 
since then. At the close of 2016, there was a low likelihood of 
international assistance being called for, even in significant 
disasters, and this will severely hamper agencies’ ability to 
respond to disasters. nevertheless, there were signs that the 
government has streamlined its ability to more rapidly deliver 
emergency shelter Assistance cash support.

12 national economic and Development Authority, 2016, “yolanda Updates oc-
tober 2016”, http://bit.ly/2knl7pm. 
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In some projects, materials were treated to improve the durability of the 
shelters.

Multiple programme options were encouraged in response to Typhoon Haiyan, one of them being the construction of transitional or core shelters.
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE HAIYAN RESPONSE 
SUPPORTING SELF-RECOVERY
in comparison to other disasters, recovery following Haiyan 
progressed rapidly and many households started to take 
initial steps toward self-recovery within days. A number of 
organizations used cash transfers, shelter repair kits, and 
technical training to address this rapid pace of recovery, 
however many others remained focused on the delivery of 
products (e.g. transitional or core shelters). the use of cash 
for work and cash transfer schemes were particularly effective 
in supporting the rapid pace of reconstruction being pushed 
by households. these cash-based approaches injected funds 
into local economies that stimulated recovery, supporting 
early livelihood restoration. these programmatic efforts high-
lighted the ability of shelter partners to support the evolving 
response landscape, as their effectiveness relied on shifting 
from reactive response to anticipating needs.

HOUSING, LAND AND PROPERTY ISSUES
Despite these successes, there was largely a missed op-
portunity for organizations to support Housing, Land, 
and Property (HLP) rights. extensive guidelines on hlP 
were developed by the Shelter Cluster during the first six 
months13, but few organizations incorporated this guidance 
into programming. Most notable was the principle that shel-
ter response should be free from discrimination and ensure 
rights of the most vulnerable. Many organizations required 
secure land tenure from households as a requisite for shel-
ter assistance, resulting in the exclusion of marginalized and 
vulnerable populations within communities. The role of HLP, 
in particular land security of informal settlers, should be 
more fully integrated into future shelter interventions in 
the Philippines and other contexts where land has been iden-
tified as an ongoing challenge.

TRANSITIONAL SHELTERS’ LIFESPAN
As with past disasters in the Philippines, temporary or transi-
tional shelters were built by a number of agencies. however, it 
is not believed that many of the households will progress 

13 PsC, March 2014, hlP Guidance note on relocation for shelter Partners, 
http://bit.ly/2kC7FUr.

to more permanent housing within the design life of these 
shelters (typically less than five years). Although not officially 
reported, it is known that some “transitional” shelters in the 
Philippines have failed in subsequent typhoons and many 
were still in use a number of years after they were built. this 
has particularly been the case for transitional shelters which 
used coconut lumber for the main structural elements of the 
shelter, such as corner posts.

COCO-LUMBER AND QUALITY CONTROL
Most shelter programmes relied on coconut lumber as 
the predominant building material during recovery, draw-
ing from the large number of trees downed in the typhoon. 
Many households noted that the quality of lumber produced 
and distributed during recovery was of mixed quality. Despite 
distribution of technical guidance on selecting appropriate 
cuts of coconut lumber by the Cluster, robust quality control 
was difficult for many organizations. Degradation of poor 
quality lumber was prevalent in shelters, occurring as soon 
as one year after construction. in future responses, technical 
guidance should seek to develop more robust measures for 
shelter partners to implement quality control measures.

INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERSHIPS AND COORDINATION
in addition to technical lessons, there were also gaps in in-
stitutional partnerships within the shelter sector. in Decem-
ber 2013, the President created the Office of the Presidential 
Assistant for rehabilitation and recovery (oPArr) to act 
as the “overall manager and coordinator of rehabilitation, re-
covery, and reconstruction efforts”14. Under this office, five 
clusters were established to manage recovery, including 
infrastructure, resettlement, social services, livelihood, and 
cluster support. Despite similar objectives, the internation-
al clusters and the government office functioned largely 
in parallel, with limited collaboration. A number of shelter 
partners noted that earlier, and more integrated, coordina-
tion with local governments was needed.

14 national economic and Development Authority. 01 August 2014, yolanda 
Comprehensive rehabilitation and recovery Plan, http://bit.ly/1rvzwia.

www.shelterprojects.org

HOW CAN I PREPARE MYSELF AND COMMUNITY FOR A DISASTER?

EVACUATION COMMUNICATION GRAB BAG

Make a plan and practice it

Decide early if you will evacuate or 
stay in place

Prepare safe evacuation route

Know where the evacuation sites 
are

Know what transport you can use

Know the disaster warnings signals

Know how you can receive information 
about a disaster 

Inform your relatives and friends where 
you will evacuate to

Know how you will communicate with 
relatives and friends after disaster

Know how and who it inform of your 
situation after a disaster

Know where to find information on 
missing persons  

Prepare a waterproof ‘grab bag’ prior 
to a disaster

Make the ‘grab bag’ easy to carry and 
include:

medical kit
extra clothing and safe shoes

batteries 
torch and matches

basic food 
cooking equipment

basic tools 
important personal records/ID

Don’t forget some water

Typhoon?

Floods?

Tidal surge?

Tsunami?

Earthquake?

Landslide?

Volcano?

A WHAT ARE THE 
HAZARDS IN MY 

LOCATION?

C WHEN A DISASTER IS 
COMING WHAT CAN I 

DO TO MY HOUSE?

B OVER TIME WHAT CAN I DO TO PREPARE MY HOUSE? 

Add bracing 

Add shutters to windows and openings

Create wind breaks

Prepare strong ‘safe room’

Remove large trees close to house

Tie-down house

Protect windows and 
openings

Elevate valuable items 
during floods

Secure loose items so they 
won’t be blown away 

Turn off or unplug all 
appliances

BUILD BACK SAFER KEY MESSAGE 8 of 8

Be prepared

Preparedness is critical because it is the main way to 
reduce the impacts of a disaster. It is important to 

start taking actions and prepare now. 

V1.1

Poster of one of the 8 Key Messages developed for the Haiyan response (Source: Philippines Shelter Cluster and DSWD).


